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Abstract
An acyclic k-coloring of a graph G is a coloring of the vertices of G with at most k colors
such that each color class induces an acyclic subgraph. The vertex arboricity a(G) of G is the
minimum number k for which G has an acyclic k-coloring. Although the problem of computing
a(G) is NP-hard, (G)= 1 + b(max (G0))=2c is known to be a good upper bound on a(G),
where the maximum is taken over all induced subgraphs G0 of G and (G0) is the minimum
degree of G0. In this paper, we present the rst linear-time algorithm for acyclic (G)-colorings.
We also give a sucient condition under which an NC algorithm exists for acyclic (G)-
colorings. Using this condition, we obtain the rst NC algorithm for acyclic (G)-colorings of
graphs without a K3; 3 (or K5) minor. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G=(V; E) be a simple graph. An acyclic k-coloring of G is a coloring of the
vertices of G with at most k colors such that there is no monochromatic cycle in G.
The vertex arboricity a(G) of G is the minimum number k for which G has an acyclic
k-coloring. The problem of computing a(G) for a given graph G is known to be NP-
hard [7]. However, a good upper bound on a(G) is also known in the literature: Dene
(G)= 1 + b(max (G0))=2c, where the maximum is taken over all induced subgraphs
G0 of G and (G0) is the minimum degree of G0. It is known that a(G)6(G) [2],
but the proof of this result given in [2] does not yield an ecient algorithm for
acyclic (G)-colorings. In this paper, we present such ecient algorithms. It is worth
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mentioning that the problem of computing acyclic colorings of graphs has applications
in the domain of design for testability in VLSI circuits (see [8, 13] for details).
Ecient algorithms for acyclic (G)-colorings of planar graphs are known [5, 13].
Note that (G)63 for planar graphs G. In [5], Chen and He presented a parallel
algorithm that computes an acyclic 3-coloring of a given planar graph in O(log n log n)
time with O(n=(log n log n)) processors on an EREW PRAM. This parallel algorithm
can be simply translated into a linear-time sequential algorithm. Another linear-time
sequential algorithm for acyclic 3-colorings of planar graphs was independently given
in [13]. The paper [13] also contains an O(n2)-time algorithm for nding an acyclic
2-coloring of a given planar graph if one exists.
In this paper, we greatly extend the results in [5, 13]. We rst show that acyclic
(G)-colorings of general graphs G can be computed in linear time. The resulting
algorithm is rather simple. Next, we consider the question whether there is an NC
algorithm for acyclic (G)-colorings of general graphs. Surprisingly, this question is
not easy to answer. Nevertheless, we are able to give a sucient condition under which
there is an NC algorithm for acyclic (G)-colorings of sparse graphs G. Intuitively
speaking, the condition requires that the neighborhood of each vertex of a sparse graph
display certain nice sparse properties.
Using this condition, we obtain the rst NC algorithm that computes an acyclic
3-coloring of a given graph without a K3;3 (or K5) minor in O(log
2 n) (respectively,
O(log3 n)) time with O(n) (respectively, O(n2)) processors on a CRCW PRAM.
In addition to its application in the design for testability in VLSI circuits, the prob-
lem of computing acyclic colorings has another interesting application as described in
the following. Let  be a property on graphs.  is said to be hereditary if, whenever
a graph G satises , every induced subgraph of G also satises . Suppose that 
is a hereditary property. The maximum induced subgraph problem associated with 
(MISP()) is, given a vertex-weighted graph G=(V; E), to nd a maximum-weight
subset S of V that induces a subgraph satisfying . Yannakakis showed that vari-
ous MISP()s are NP-hard [16]. Thus, it is of interest to design ecient (sequential
or parallel) approximation algorithms for these MISP()s. A possible approximation
algorithm for this purpose works as follows. Given G, the algorithm starts by comput-
ing an acyclic (G)-coloring C of G. Next, for each color class U of C, it nds a
maximum-weight subset S(U ) of vertices in the forest induced by U such that S(U )
induces a subgraph satisfying . (Comment: For most properties  of interest, MISP()
restricted to forests can be solved very eciently by dynamic programming.) Finally,
it nds and outputs an S(U ) such that the weight of S(U ) is maximum over all color
classes U of C. It is not so dicult to see that the weight of the output S(U ) is at
least 1=(G) optimal. To our knowledge, the approximation factor 1=(G) is the best-
known ratio for various properties  (e.g., the property \planar"). Especially, when the
maximum degree  of G is a small constant, the ratio 1=(G)>2=(2 + ) is rather
satisfying.
The model of parallel computation we use is the concurrent read concurrent write
parallel random access machine (CRCW PRAM). The model consists of a number
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of identical processors and a common memory. Both concurrent reads and concurrent
writes into the same memory location by dierent processors are allowed. In case a
write conict occurs, an arbitrary processor succeeds. The CRCW PRAM is the most
powerful one among the PRAM models. The reason why we choose it as the model
of parallel computation is that our interest here is solely in the parallelizability of the
problem of computing a (G)-coloring of a given graph G. For this reason, we will
omit most implementation details of our parallel algorithms.
2. A sequential algorithm
Throughout this paper, we will be dealing only with graphs without multiple edges
or self-loops. Let G=(V; E) be a graph. The neighborhood of a vertex v in G, denoted
NG(v), is the set of vertices in G adjacent to v; dG(v)= jNG(v)j is the degree of v
in G. For U V , let NG(U )=
S
u2U NG(u). The minimum degree among the vertices
of G is denoted by (G). For U V , the subgraph of G induced by U is the graph
(U; F) with F = ffu; vg2E: u; v2Ug and is denoted by G[U ]. For U V , we denote
by G−U the subgraph induced by V −U . If u2V , we write G−u instead of G−fug.
Dene (G)= 1 + b(max (G[U ]))=2c, where the maximum is taken over all subsets
U of V . An acyclic k-coloring of G is a coloring of the vertices of G with at most k
colors such that there is no monochromatic cycle in G. The color classes of a coloring
C of the vertices of G are the sets V1; V2; : : : ; Vk , where k is the number of colors used
by C and Vi, 16i6k, is the set of all vertices with the ith color.
Our sequential algorithm for acyclic (G)-colorings is rather simple and easy to
understand:
Algorithm 1
Input: A graph G=(V; E).
Output: An acyclic (G)-coloring of G.
1. If jV j=1, then color the unique vertex in G with one color and halt.
2. Find a vertex v of degree (G) in G.
3. Recursively, call the algorithm on the graph G−v. Let V1; V2; : : : ; Vk be the returned
color classes. (Comment: k6(G − v) and V1 [V2 [    [ Vk =V − fvg.)
4. Let k 0=1 + b(G)=2c. If k<k 0, then color v with a new color; otherwise, nd
the rst color class Vi among V1; V2; : : : ; Vk such that v is adjacent to at most one
vertex of Vi in G, and then color v with the color of Vi.
We claim that Algorithm 1 is correct. This is shown by induction on the number
of vertices in G. The claim clearly holds when G has only one vertex. Suppose that
G has two or more vertices. Let v be the vertex selected by Algorithm 1 in step 2.
Then, by the inductive hypothesis, Algorithm 1 outputs an acyclic k-coloring of G− v,
where k6(G − v)6(G). If k<k 0=1 + b(G)=2c, then k<(G) and we can color
v with a new color, yielding a valid acyclic (G)-coloring of G. Otherwise, by the
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denition of k 0, it must be the case that some color class in the acyclic k-coloring of
G − v contains at most one neighbor of G, and we can color v with the color of this
class without creating any monochromatic cycle.
We next consider how to implement Algorithm 1 in linear time. Let n and m be
the numbers of vertices and edges in the input graph G, respectively. As the input
representation of G, we assume that the vertex set is f1; 2; : : : ; ng and that each vertex
has a doubly linked list of the edges incident to it. Thus, each edge fi; jg has two
copies { one in the edge list of vertex i and the other in the edge list of vertex j. We
assume that each of the two copies has a pointer to the other.
It is helpful to think of Algorithm 1 as consisting of two phases. In the rst phase,
the algorithm computes an ordered list L= hi1; i2; : : : ; ini of the vertices such that i1 is
a vertex of minimum degree in G, i2 is a vertex of minimum degree in G − fi1g, i3
is a vertex of minimum degree in G−fi1; i2g, and so on. In the second phase, it uses
L to obtain an acyclic (G)-coloring of G as follows: First color in, then color in−1,
further color in−2, and so on. Our task now becomes how to implement each phase in
linear time.
Consider the rst phase. We maintain an array D[0::n−1] of doubly linked lists. To
initialize D, we compute the degrees of all vertices and then set D[d], 06d6n − 1,
to be the (doubly linked) list of all vertices with degree d. That is, for each vertex i,
we create one record (denoted Ri) and put it into D[dG(i)]. Ri has three elds; one of
which is used to remember i and the other two are used as pointers to its predecessor
and successor in D[dG(i)]. The initialization of D takes linear time. Moreover, for each
vertex i, we maintain a pointer p[i] to Ri.
To nd i1, the rst element of the list L above, we start at D[0] and try to nd the
smallest d such that D[d] is nonempty. After nding such a d, we delete the rst entry
of D[d]. Suppose that the entry is Ri. Then, we set i1 = i. Moreover, by traversing the
(current) edge list of vertex i, we perform the following three steps for each (remain-
ing) neighbor j of i. (1) Delete the edge fj; ig from the (current) edge list of vertex
j. (2) Use the pointer p[j] to locate Rj. (3) Suppose that Rj is in D[d0]; move Rj
from D[d0] to D[d0−1]. This completes the description of operations necessary for the
computation of i1. Clearly, these operations take O(d)=O(dG(i1)) time. The other ele-
ments i2; i3; : : : ; in of L are computed in the same way. The computation of is, 26s6n
takes O(dG(is)) time. Thus, in total, the computation of L takes O(
Pn
s=1 dG(is))=O(m)
time.
Now, consider the second phase. We assume that the original input representa-
tion of G (i.e., the original edge lists of the vertices) are still available. This as-
sumption is reasonable, because the algorithm can make a copy of these lists before
entering the rst phase. Let n0=1 + b(n− 1)=2c. We maintain an array C[1::n0] of
nonnegative integers. Initially, C[1]=C[2]=   =C[n0] = 0. Each entry of C will be
used as a counter. Moreover, for each vertex i, we maintain a linked list B[i]. Each
list B[i] is initially set to be empty. B[i] will be used to remember the colors as-
signed to those neighbors of vertex i that are colored before i. The initializations take
O(n) time.
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We color in with color 1. Moreover, for each edge fin; jg in the edge list of vertex
in, we create a record containing the color of in, add this record to B[j], and delete
the edge fj; ing from the edge list of vertex j. This takes O(dG(in)) time. It remains
to explain how to color the remaining vertices in the order in−1; in−2; : : : ; i1.
Fix an integer s with n − 1>s>1. Suppose that the vertices in; in−1; : : : ; is+1 have
been colored. To determine the color of is, we perform the following two steps: (a) For
each record in the list B[is], increase C[c] by 1, where c is the color contained in the
record. (b) Starting at C[0], try to nd the smallest c0 with C[c0]61. We then color is
with the color c0. Clearly, c06minf(G); dG(is)g. It is necessary to clean up the array
C for future use. To this end, for each record in the list B[is], we set C[c] = 0, where
c is the color contained in the record. Note that all these operations for is can be done
in O(dG(is)) time. After these operations, for each edge fis; jg in the (current) edge
list of vertex is, we create a record containing the color of is, add this record to B[j],
and delete the edge fj; isg from the edge list of vertex j. This takes O(dG(is)) time.
In total, to color is, it takes O(dG(is)) time. Therefore, the total time used to color the
vertices is O(
Pn
s=1 dG(is))=O(m).
Summarizing all the results in this section, we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1. An acyclic (G)-coloring of a given graph G can be computed in linear
time.
Corollary 2.2. Let  be a hereditary property on graphs such that MISP() restricted
to n-vertex forests can be solved in T(n). Then; there is an approximation algorithm
for MISP() which; given an n-vertex m-edge graph G; computes a solution whose
weight is at least 1=(G) optimal in O(n+ m) + T(n) time.
It is known that T(n)=O(n) for the following graph properties : \1-colorable", \2-
colorable", \maximum degree <k" (k is a constant), \acyclic", \outerplanar", \series{
parallel", \planar", \strongly chordal", \chordal", \comparability", \perfect", etc.
3. A sucient condition for parallelizability
Algorithm 1 in Section 2 does not have a simple parallelization, because a graph
G may have very few vertices of minimum degree. In fact, we do not know whether
there exists an NC (or even RNC) algorithm for computing an acyclic (G)-coloring
of a given graph G. In this section, we give a sucient condition under which we can
design an NC algorithm for acyclic (G)-colorings of graphs G.
We start by giving several denitions. Let G=(V; E) be a graph. For a positive
number k, G is said to be k-sparse if G[U ] has at most kjU j−1 edges for all U V .
Note that a k-sparse graph G has (G)6k. An independent set of G is a subset U of V
such that G[U ] contains no edge. A maximal independent set of G is an independent
set that is not properly contained in another independent set. For U V , a path P in
G is an outside path of U if the interior vertices of P are all contained in V − U .
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For an edge e= fu; vg in G, contracting e to v is made by adding a new
edge between v and every vertex of NG(u) − (fvg[NG(v)) and further deleting u.
A contraction of G is a graph obtained from G by a sequence of edge
contractions. A graph H is a minor of G if H is the contraction of a subgraph
of G. A class C of graphs is minor closed if the minors of every graph in C are
still in C. For a graph Q, G is said to be Q-free if G contains no minor isomor-
phic to Q. For two nonadjacent vertices u and v in G, merging u and v into a
supervertex z is made by identifying u and v with a new vertex z whose neigh-
borhood is the union of the neighborhoods of u and v (with resulting multiple edges
deleted).
Lemma 3.1. Suppose G is an n-vertex k-sparse graph for some constant k. For
06i6n−1; let ni be the number of vertices with degree i in G. Let d=1+2k+4k2;
and let n02k be the number of vertices v in G such that dG(v)= 2k and v has no
neighbor of degree >d in G. Then;
P2k−1
i=0 ni + n
0
2k>n=((2k + 1)d).
Proof. The proof is an extension of that of Lemma 3.1 in [5]. We include it here for
completeness. Let m be the number of edges in G. Since m<kn,
Pn−1
i=0 ini<2k
Pn−1
i=0 ni
or equivalently,
Pn−1
i=d ini<2k
Pn−1
i=0 ni −
Pd−1
i=0 ini: On the other hand, n2k − n02k6Pn−1
i=d ini by the denition of n
0
2k . Thus, we have
n02k > n2k −
n−1P
i=d
ini
> n2k − 2k
n−1P
i=0
ni +
d−1P
i=0
ini
= −
2k−1P
i=0
(2k − i)ni + n2k +
d−1P
i=2k+1
(i − 2k)ni − 2k
n−1P
i=d
ni
>−
2k−1P
i=0
(2k + 1− i)ni +
d−1P
i=0
ni − 2k
n−1P
i=d
ni:
Therefore, (2k+1)(
P2k−1
i=0 ni+n
0
2k)>
P2k−1
i=0 (2k+1−i)ni+n02k>
Pd−1
i=0 ni−2k
Pn−1
i=d ni:
Note that
Pn−1
i=d ni62kn=d because m<kn. This implies that
Pd−1
i=0 ni>(d − 2k)n=d.
Now, we have
P2k−1
i=0 ni + n
0
2k>(
Pd−1
i=0 ni − 2k
Pn−1
i=d ni)=(2k + 1)>((d − 2k)n=d −
4k2n=d)=(2k + 1)= n=((2k + 1)d).
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that G=(V; E) is an n-vertex k-sparse graph for some con-
stant k. Then; an independent set X of G satisfying the following four conditions can
be found in O(log n) time using O(n) processors:
(a) jX j>cn for some 0<c61.
(b) For all x2X; dG(x)62k; moreover; there is a constant d such that each neighbor
of x2X with dG(x)= 2k has degree at most d− 1 in G.
(c) For every pair of vertices x1 and x2 in X with dG(x1)= 2k and dG(x2)<2k;
NG(x1)\NG(x2) is empty.
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(d) For every pair of distinct vertices x1 and x2 in X with dG(x1)=dG(x2)= 2k;
NG(x1)\NG(x2) is empty and it is not the case that some y1 2NG(x1) is adjacent
to some y2 2NG(x2) in G. (In other words; x1 and x2 are at least distance 4 apart
in G.)
Proof. The lemma can be proved using some ideas in [9]. For completeness, we
present a proof here. For each 16i6n, we denote by V<i the set of all vertices
v of G with dG(v)<i. Let d=1 + 2k + 4k2. The vertices in V<d are called light
vertices of G. Consider the following steps for nding a desired independent set X
of G:
(1) Compute U2k , the set of all v2V such that dG(v)= 2k and all neighbors of v
are light.
(2) Set U =V<2k [U2k .
(3) Construct the graph H =(U; E1 [E2 [E3), where (U; E1) is the graph G[U ], E2
consists of all fu1; u2g such that u1 2U2k , u2 2V<2k , and NG(u1)\NG(u2) 6= ;, and
E3 consists of all fu1; u2g such that u1 2U2k , u2 2U2k , and there is a path between
u1 and u2 of length 63 in G. (Comment: The length of a path is the number of
edges on it.)
(4) Set X to be a maximal independent set of H .
By Lemma 3.1, we have jU j>n=((2k + 1)d). Since the neighbors of each vertex
in U2k are all light, the maximum degree of H is bounded from above by a constant.
Thus, X must contain a constant fraction of vertices of H and so of G, satisfying
the condition (a) in Lemma 3.2. Obviously, X satises the conditions (b){(d) in
Lemma 3.2. Moreover, using the fact that the neighbors of each vertex in U2k are
all light, we can construct the graph H in O(1) time with O(n) processors. Since the
maximum degree of H is bounded from above by a constant, we can compute X from
H in O(log n) time using O(n) processors [9].
By Lemma 3.2, each k-sparse graph has a large independent set I consisting of
vertices of degree at most 2k. Imagine that we already have an acyclic k-coloring of
G − I and want to extend this coloring to an acyclic k-coloring of G. As shown in
Algorithm 1, the color of each vertex v2 I with dG(v)<2k can be easily determined.
However, it is dicult to determine the color of each vertex v2 I with dG(v)= 2k. To
overcome this diculty, we have to utilize the structure of the neighborhood of each
vertex v2 I with dG(v)= 2k. This motivates the following denitions.
Denition 3.3. Let G=(V; E) be a k-sparse graph, and let x be a vertex of degree 2k
in G.
(1) A desired neighbor of x is a vertex u2NG(x) with NG(u)\NG(x)= ;.
(2) A candidate pair for x is a pair hu1; u2i of two nonadjacent neighbors of x in G
such that each w2V−(fxg[NG(x)) is adjacent to at most one of u1 and u2 in G.
(3) A desired pair for x is a candidate pair hu1; u2i for x such that there is at most
one u2NG(x)− fu1; u2g with fu; u1g2E and fu; u2g2E.
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(4) A desired quadruple for x is a quadruple hy; u1; u2; u3i of four distinct vertices in
G, where NG(x)NG(y), fu1; u2; u3gNG(x), fu1; u2g =2E, each w2V −(fx; yg[
NG(x)) is adjacent to at most one of u1 and u2 in G, at most one of NG(x)−fu1; u2g
can be adjacent to both u1 and u2 in G, and G has no outside path of fx; y; u1; u2g
between u3 and any vertex of NG(x)− fu1; u2; u3g.
(5) A desired k−-tuple for x is a t-tuple hv1; v2; : : : ; vti, where t6k − 1, each vi is in
NG(x) or in NG(NG(x)), and G has no outside path of fx; v1; : : : ; vtg between any
pair of vertices in NG(x)− fv1; : : : ; vtg.
To grasp the intuition behind the above denitions, imagine that we are given a k-
sparse graph G and a vertex x in G such that dG(x)= 2k and x has a desired neighbor,
pair, quadruple, or k−-tuple. If x has a desired neighbor u, then we can contract the
edge fx; ug to u to obtain a new graph G0 and then extend every acyclic k-coloring
of G0 to that of G by simply adding x to the color class containing u. If x has a
desired k−-tuple, then we can extend every acyclic k-coloring of G − fxg to that of
G by simply adding x to a color class containing no vertex in the desired k−-tuple.
In case x has a desired pair hu1; u2i or quadruple hy; u1; u2; u3i, we can delete x and
merge u1 and u2 into a supervertex super(x) to obtain a new graph H . From an acyclic
k-coloring of H , we can obtain an acyclic k-coloring of G as follows. First, we add u1
and u2 to the color class containing super(x) and then delete super(x) from that class.
This results in an acyclic partial k-coloring of G. If hu1; u2i is a desired pair for x,
then we can further add x to the color class containing u1 and u2. On the other hand,
if hy; u1; u2; u3i is a desired quadruple for x, then we can further add x to the color
class containing u1 and u2 if y is not contained in that class, while we can add x to
the color class containing u3 otherwise. Thus, in either case, we can easily obtain an
acyclic k-coloring of G.
The discussions in the last paragraph only show how to treat a single vertex of
degree 2k. However, Lemma 3.2 guarantees that we can actually treat a large set of
vertices of degree 62k in parallel. We precisely prove this in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Let C be a minor-closed class of graphs for which there is a con-
stant k such that for each graph G 2C; G is k-sparse and each vertex x with
dG(x)= 2k has a desired neighbor; pair; quadruple; or k−-tuple. Then; an acyclic k-
coloring of a given n-vertex graph G in C can be found in O(log2 n) time with O(n2)
processors.
Proof. Consider the following algorithm.
Algorithm 2
Input: A graph G 2C.
Output: An acyclic k-coloring of G using the k colors c1; c2; : : : ; ck .
1. Find an independent set X of G satisfying the conditions (a){(d) in Lemma 3.2.
2. If V =X , then color all the vertices with c1 and halt.
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3. Partition X into X<2k and X2k , where X<2k=fx2X : dG(x)<2kg and X2k=fx2X :
dG(x)= 2kg.
4. In parallel, for each x2X2k , nd a desired neighbor, pair, quadruple, or k−-tuple.
5. Construct a new graph G0 from G by deleting the vertices of X<2k and further
performing the following steps for all x2X2k in parallel:
5.1. If a desired neighbor u of x was found in step 4, then add an edge fu; u0g
for each u0 2NG(x)−fug and next delete x. (Comment: This is equivalent to
contracting the edge fx; ug to u.)
5.2. If a desired pair hu1; u2i or quadruple hy; u1; u2; u3i for x was found in step
4, then delete x and merge u1 and u2 into a supervertex super(x). (Comment:
This is equivalent to rst deleting the edges incident to x except the two edges
fu1; xg and fx; u2g and next contracting the two edges fu1; xg and fx; u2g.)
5.3. If a desired k−-tuple for x was found in step 4, then delete x (and the edges
incident to x).
6. Recursively call the algorithm on G0 to obtain an acyclic k-coloring C0 of G0. For
16i6k, let Ui be the set of all vertices in G0 colored ci by C0. (Comment: Some
sets Ui are possibly empty.)
7. For 16i6k, initialize Vi to be the set obtained from Ui by decomposing each
supervertex super(x) in Ui into the two vertices of NG(x) merged in step 5.2.
8. In parallel, for each x2X2k , add x to a Vi with jNG(x)\Vij61 if such a Vi ex-
ists; otherwise (i.e., each Vi contains exactly two vertices of NG(x)), perform the
following steps:
8.1. If a desired neighbor u of x was found in step 4 (cf. step 5.1), then add x to
the Vi containing u.
8.2. If a desired pair hu1; u2i for x was found in step 4 (cf. step 5.2), then add x
to the Vi such that super(x)2Ui.
8.3. If a desired quadruple hy; u1; u2; u3i for x was found in step 4 (cf. step 5.2),
then rst nd the unique Ui among U1; : : : ; Uk containing super(x) and next
add x into Vi if y =2Vi while add x into the unique Vj (16j 6= i6k) with
u3 2Vj otherwise.
8.4. If a desired k−-tuple hv1; : : : ; vti for x was found in step 4 (cf. step 5.3), then
add x to a Vj with Vj \fv1; : : : ; vtg= ;.
9. In parallel, for each x2X<2k , add x to a Vi 2fV1; : : : ; Vkg such that jNG(x)\Vij61.
10. For all 16i6k, color the vertices in Vi with ci.
Let us rst prove the correctness of Algorithm 2. This is done by induction on
the depth d(G) of recursion of Algorithm 2 on input G. In case d(G)= 0, it is clear
that Algorithm 2 outputs an acyclic k-coloring of G. Assume that d(G)>0 and Algo-
rithm 2 correctly outputs an acyclic k-coloring for all graphs in C on which the depth
of recursion is <d(G). We want to establish that Algorithm 2 correctly outputs an
acyclic k-coloring of G. Let us start by giving a notation for convenience. For a vertex
x2X2k such that two vertices u1 and u2 in NG(x) are merged into a supervertex in
step 5.2, we use merged(x) to denote the set fu1; u2g. Next, we proceed to two claims.
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Claim 1. Right after step 7 is executed; G[V1]; : : : ; G[Vk ] are all acyclic.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Claim 1 in [5].
Claim 2. Right after step 8 is executed; G[V1]; : : : ; G[Vc] are all acyclic.
Proof. We only show that G[V1] is acyclic; the proofs for the others are similar.
Towards a contradiction, assume that G[V1] contains a cycle C right after step 8 is
executed. By Claim 1, C must contain at least one vertex x2X2k . Let x1; : : : ; xl be the
vertices in both X2k and C. Then, at least one of the following four cases must occur.
Case 1: For some 16i6l, a desired k−-tuple hv1; : : : ; vti for xi is found in step 4.
Note that by step 1, all of v1; : : : ; vt are vertices in G0. Thus, by step 8.4, fv1; : : : ; vtg\V1
= ; and the two neighbors of xi on C are both in NG(xi) − fv1; : : : ; vkg. So, deleting
the two edges incident to xi in C yields an outside path of fxi; v1; : : : ; vtg between
two certain vertices of NG(xi) − fv1; : : : ; vtg in G. However, this is impossible by the
denition of a k−-tuple.
Case 2: For some 16i6l, super(xi) exists and at least one of the two neighbors of xi
in C is not contained in merged(xi). Then, by step 8, a desired quadruple hy; u1; u2; u3i
for xi must be found in step 4. Moreover, by step 8, super(xi) =2U1 and so neither u1
nor u2 is in V1. Since super(xi) =2U1 and xi 2V1, y is not in V1 by step 8.3. Also, by
step 8.3, one of the two neighbors of xi in C must be u3. Let u be the neighbor of xi
in C other than u3. Then, u must be in NG(xi)−fu1; u2; u3g. Now, deleting xi from C
yields an outside path of fxi; y; u1; u2g between u3 and u in G, which is a contradiction
by the denition of a desired quadruple.
Case 3: For all 16i6l, super(xi) exists and the two neighbors of xi in C are the two
vertices in merged(x). Then, for all 16i6l, no neighbor of xi other than the two in
merged(x) can appear on C, because otherwise some Uj with 26j6k would contain
at most one neighbor of some xi and hence this xi could have been added into Vj rather
than into V1 by step 8. Moreover, for all 16i6l, if a quadruple hy; u1; u2; u3i for xi
is found in step 4, then y cannot be in V1 (and hence cannot be in C) by step 8.3.
Also, since the two vertices in each merged(xi) are not adjacent in G, the length of C
is at least 4. We further distinguish two cases as follows.
Case 3.1: C has length 4. Then, l=1 by step 1. Moreover, in the cycle C, the
two vertices in merged(x1) must have a common neighbor (say, z) other than x1. If
a desired pair for x1 is found in step 4, then z must be in NG(x1) by the denition
of a desired pair, which is impossible as argued above. Thus, a desired quadruple
hy; u1; u2; u3i must be found in step 4. This implies that z cannot be y as argued
above. Now, z must be in NG(x1) by the denition of a desired quadruple, still an
impossibility as argued above.
Case 3.2: C has length at least 5. Let K be the (simple) graph obtained from C by
rst deleting xi and next merging the two vertices in merged(xi) into a supervertex for
all xi with 16i6l. Now, by step 1, K must be a simple cycle. However, corresponding
to K , there must exist a cycle in G0[U1] by step 7, a contradiction.
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Case 4: For each 16i6l, either (i) a desired neighbor u of xi is found in step 4 or
(ii) super(xi) exists and the two neighbors of xi in C are the two vertices in merged(x).
W.l.o.g., we assume that x1; : : : ; xr are the vertices among x1; : : : ; xl for which a desired
neighbor is found in step 4. Moreover, by Case 3, we may assume that r>1. Let C0
be the graph obtained from C by replacing the two edges incident to each xi (16i6r)
with a single edge between the two neighbors of xi in C. By step 1, C0 is also a cycle.
Case 4.1: C0 has length 3 or 4. Then, by step 1, we must have r= l. Thus, all
vertices of C0 are contained in G0[U1]. Since one of the two neighbors of each xi
(16i6r) on C is a desired neighbor of xi, the two neighbors of each xi on C must
be connected by an edge in G0. Thus, C0 is a cycle in G0[U1], a contradiction.
Case 4.2: C0 has length at least 5. This subcase is similar to Case 3.2.
By Claim 2 and steps 9 and 10, we see that Algorithm 2 is correct. We next analyze
the complexity of Algorithm 2. It is easy to see that all steps of Algorithm 2 except
steps 1, 4, and 6 can be done in O(1) time with O(n) processors. By Lemma 3.2,
step 1 can be done in O(log n) time with O(n) processors. Let us now consider the
implementation of step 4. Let x be a vertex in X2k . Clearly, detecting a desired neighbor
of x can be done in O(1) time with a single processor. By step 1, the degree of each
u2NG(x) in G is a constant. Thus, detecting a desired pair for x can be done in O(1)
time with a single processor. To detect a desired k−-tuple for x, we try all possible t-
tuples hv1; v2; : : : ; vti such that t6k − 1 and each vi is in NG(x) or in NG(NG(x)).
Since each neighbor of x has a bounded degree in G, there are only O(1) such
t-tuples. Moreover, for such a t-tuple, checking whether it is really a desired k−-tuple
can be done in O(log n) time with O(n) processors [14]. Similarly, detecting a desired
quadruple can be done in O(log n) time with O(n) processors. Summing up, step 4
can be done in O(log n) time with O(n2) processors. On the other hand, the depth of
recursion of Algorithm 2 is clearly O(log n). Thus, Algorithm 2 runs in O(log2 n) time
using O(n2) processors.
Remark 1. If step 4 can be done in O(log n) time with O(n + m) processors, then
Algorithm 2 takes O(log2 n) time using O(n+ m) processors.
The class of forests trivially satises the conditions in Theorem 3.4, because every
forest is 1-sparse and every vertex of degree 2 in a forest has a desired neighbor. In
[5], we proved that the class of planar graphs, the class of K4-free graphs, and the
class of K2;3-free graphs all satisfy the condition in Theorem 3.4. However, the class
of K3;3-free graphs does not satisfy the condition. As an example, consider the graph
G=(V; E1 [E2 [E3), where V = fx; y; u1; : : : ; u6g, E1 = ffx; uig; fy; uig: 16i66g;
E2 = ffu1; u2g; fu2; u3g; fu3; u1gg, and E3 = ffu4; u5g; fu5; u6g; fu6; u4gg. Every K3;3-free
graph is 3-sparse [1] but the vertex x in the example graph G has no desired neigh-
bor, pair, quadruple, or 3−-tuple. Fortunately, adding the edge fx; yg to G results in a
K3;3-free graph containing no vertex of degree 6 for which no desired neighbor, pair,
quadruple, or 3−-tuple exists. This motivates the following corollary of Theorem 3.4.
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Corollary 3.5. Let C be a minor-closed class of graphs for which there is a constant
k such that for each graph G=(V; E) in C; G is k-sparse and has a supergraph
G0=(V; E0)2C (possibly G=G0) in which each vertex x with dG′(x)= 2k has a
desired neighbor; pair; quadruple; or k−-tuple. Suppose that G0 can be computed
from G in T (jV j) time with P(jV j) processors. Then; an acyclic k-coloring of a
given n-vertex graph G 2C can be found in O(log2 n) + O(log n) T (n) time with
O(n2) + P(n) processors.
Proof. Let Algorithm 20 be the algorithm obtained from Algorithm 2 by adding the
following initialization step right before step 1:
Initialization: Compute a supergraph G0 of G satisfying the condition in the corol-
lary, and then add to G those edges in G0 that are not contained in G.
Clearly, the output of Algorithm 20 is an acyclic k-coloring of a supergraph of G
and is hence an acyclic k-coloring of G. Since the recursion depth of Algorithm 2
is O(log n), the total execution time of the initialization step of Algorithm 20 is
O(log n) T (n) with P(n) processors. Thus, by Theorem 3.4, Algorithm 20 runs in
O(log2 n) + O(log n)  T (n) time with O(n2) + P(n) processors.
4. Acyclic 3-colorings of K3;3-free or K5-free graphs
It is known that K3;3-free graphs and K5-free graphs are both 3-sparse [1, 11]. Thus,
these graphs have acyclic 3-colorings. In this section, we want to apply Corollary 3.5
to the class of K3;3-free (or K5-free) graphs.
4.1. Basic denitions and lemmas
Let G=(V; E) be a connected graph. A cut set of G is a subset U of V such
that G − U is disconnected. A k-cut set is a cut set consisting of k vertices. G is
said to be k-connected if it has at least k vertices but has no i-cut set with i6k − 1.
A biconnected component of G is a maximal 2-connected subgraph of G.
Let U be a cut set of G, and V1; : : : ; Vp be the vertex sets of the connected compo-
nents of G−U . For 16i6p, let Gi be the graph obtained from G[Vi [U ] by adding
an edge between every pair of nonadjacent vertices in U . The graphs G1; G2; : : : ; Gp
are called the augmented components of G induced by U . Clearly, if G is k-connected
and U is a k-cut set of G, then all the augmented components of G induced by U are
also k-connected.
Lemma 4.1 (Kezdy and McGuinness [11]). Suppose that G is a 2-connected graph
with a 2-cut set U . Let Q be a 3-connected graph. Then; G is Q-free if and only if
every augmented component induced by U is Q-free.
Suppose that G is 2-connected. Further suppose that G contains a 2-cut set. Re-
placing G by the augmented components induced by a 2-cut set is called splitting G.
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Fig. 1. (a) A graph G; (b) A 2-decompsition D of G; (c) H2(G;D).
Suppose G is split, the augmented components are split, and so on, until no more
splits are possible. The graphs constructed in this way are 3-connected and the set
of the graphs are called a 2-decomposition of G. (See Figs. 1(a) and (b) for an
example.) Each element of a 2-decomposition of G is called a split component of G.
It is possible for G to have two or more 2-decompositions. For a 2-decomposition D
of G, we use SP(D) to denote the family of the 2-cut sets used to split G into
the split components in D. It is well known that, independent of the order in which
we use the 2-cut sets in SP(D) to split G, the resulting 2-decomposition is
always D.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that a and b are adjacent in G and fa; bg is a 2-cut set of G.
Then; there are no two vertices u and v such that u =2fa; bg; v =2fa; bg; fu; vg is a
2-cut set of G; and u and v are contained in dierent augmented components induced
by fa; bg.
Proof. Towards a contradiction, assume that the lemma does not hold. Since the aug-
mented components induced by fa; bg are all 2-connected and fa; bg is an edge in G,
every vertex in G other than u is reachable from both a and b without traversing u.
Similarly, every vertex in G other than v is reachable from both a and b without
traversing v. Thus, every vertex in G other than u and v is reachable from both a and b
without traversing u or v. This implies that fu; vg cannot be a separating pair of G, a
contradiction.
Lemma 4.3. Let D be a 2-decomposition of G. Suppose that for each 2-cut set fa; bg
in SP(D); fa; bg is an edge in G. Then; every separating pair of G must be contained
in SP(D).
Proof. By induction on jSP(D)j. In case jSP(D)j=0, G has no 2-cut set. Suppose that
jSP(D)j>1. Let fa; bg be a 2-cut set in SP(D), and let G1; : : : ; Gp be the augmented
components induced by fa; bg. Note that D can be partitioned into p subsets D1; : : : ; Dp
such that Di (16i6p) is a 2-decomposition of Gi. Clearly, SP(D)=
S
16i6p SP(Di)
[ffa; bgg. By the inductive hypothesis, each Gi has no 2-cut set other than those
in SP(Di). On the other hand, since fa; bg is an edge, the two vertices in each
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2-cut set of G other than fa; bg must be contained in the same augmented component
induced by fa; bg by Lemma 4.2. Thus, G has no separating pair other than those in
SP(D).
For a 2-decomposition D of G, dene H2(G;D) to be a supergraph of G obtained
from G by adding a new edge fa; bg to G for all fa; bg2 SP(D) such that fa; bg is
not an edge in G. (See Fig. 1(c) for an example.) The following corollary follows
from Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.1 immediately:
Corollary 4.4. D is the unique 2-decomposition of H2(G;D). Moreover; if G is Q-free
for some 3-connected graph Q; then so is H2(G;D).
Consider the following algorithm:
Algorithm 3
Input: A connected graph G=(V; E) with n vertices and m edges.
Output: A supergraph G0 of G.
1. Compute the biconnected components of G.
2. In parallel, for each biconnected component B of G containing at least 3 vertices,
compute a 2-decomposition DB of B and further compute H2(B;DB).
3. Construct G0 by replacing each biconnected component B of G containing at least
3 vertices with H2(B;DB).
Lemma 4.5. Algorithm 3 runs in O(log n) time using O(m log log n= log n) processors.
Moreover; its output G0 always satises the following two conditions:
(1) Each biconnected component of G0 has a unique 2-decomposition; and contains
no 2-cut set fa; bg such that a and b are not adjacent in G0.
(2) If G is Q-free for some 3-connected graph Q; then so is G0.
Proof. The second assertion follows from Corollary 4.4 immediately. Consider the rst
assertion. It is known that the biconnected components of an n-vertex m-edge graph
can be computed in O(log n) time with O(m  (m; n)= log n) processors [15], where
(m; n) is the inverse Ackermann function. Moreover, a 2-decomposition of an n-vertex
m-edge biconnected graph can be computed in O(log n) time with O(m log log n= log n)
processors [6]. Thus, Algorithm 3 runs in O(log n) time using O(m log log n= log n)
processors.
We will also use the following lemma proved by Chen and He:
Lemma 4.6 (Chen and He [5]). For every planar graph G and every vertex x with
dG(x)= 6; there is a desired pair or quadruple for x. Moreover; a desired pair or
quadruple for x can be computed in O(1) time; provided that a planar embedding
of G is available for free.
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4.2. Acyclic 3-colorings of K3;3-free graphs
The following well-known fact due to Hall shows that a 2-connected K3;3-free graph
can have very special split components.
Lemma 4.7 (Asano [1]). A 2-connected graph G is K3;3-free if and only if every split
component of G is either planar or isomorphic to K5.
Every K3;3-free graph is 3-sparse [1]. Moreover, the class of K3;3-free graphs is
clearly minor-closed. We want to apply Corollary 3.5 to the class of K3;3-free
graphs.
Lemma 4.8. Let G=(V; E) be the output of Algorithm 3 on a given connected K3;3-
free graph. Then; G is K3;3-free and every vertex x with dG(x)= 6 has a desired pair
or quadruple.
Proof. From Lemma 4.5, it is clear that G is K3;3-free. Fix a vertex x with degG(x)= 6.
Let NG(x)= fu1; u2; : : : ; u6g. We want to show that x has a desired pair or quadruple
in G. To this end, we distinguish several cases as follows:
Case 1: fxg is a 1-cut set of G. Then, x must have two neighbors ui and uj such
that ui and uj are in two dierent biconnected components of G. Clearly, hui; uji is a
desired pair for x in G.
Case 2: fxg is not a 1-cut set of G. Then, x is contained in a unique bicon-
nected component (say, B) of G. Moreover, B contains all the vertices in NG(x). By
Lemma 4.5, B has a unique 2-decomposition. Thus, a split component of B is always
a split component in this unique 2-decomposition of B. We further distinguish several
subcases:
Case 2.1: B has a 2-cut set U with x2U . Then by Lemma 4.5, the unique vertex
in U −fxg must be a neighbor of x in G. W.l.o.g., let it be u1. Moreover, there must
exist two vertices ui and uj in NG(x) − fu1g such that ui and uj are in two dierent
augmented components of B induced by U . Clearly, hui; uji is a desired pair for x
in G.
Case 2.2: B has no 2-cut set U with x2U . Then, x is contained in a unique
split component (say, C) of B. Moreover, C contains all the vertices in NG(x). This
together with Lemma 4.7 implies that C is planar. Thus, by Lemma 4.6, x has a
desired pair or quadruple in the graph C. It remains to consider the following two
cases:
Case 2.2.1: x has a desired pair (say, hu1; u2i) in C. We claim that hu1; u2i is also a
desired pair for x in G. Towards a contradiction, assume that the claim is false. Then,
either hu1; u2i is not a candidate pair for x in G or there are two or more vertices
ui 2NG(x)−fu1; u2g such that ui is adjacent to both u1 and u2 in G. The latter case is
impossible, since hu1; u2i is a desired pair for x in C and all the vertices in NG(x) are
contained in C. Thus, it is the former case and there is a w2V − (fxg[NG(x)) such
that w is adjacent to both u1 and u2 in G. It is impossible that w is contained in C,
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since hu1; u2i is a desired pair in C. This implies that fu1; u2g must be a 2-cut set of
B and hence that fu1; u2g is an edge in C, contradicting that hu1; u2i is a desired pair
for x in C.
Case 2.2.2: x has a desired quadruple (say, hy; u1; u2; u3i) in C. We want to show
that hy; u1; u2; u3i is also a desired quadruple for x in G. To this end, rst note that
NG(x)NG(y) and fu1; u2g =2E. Moreover, as in Case 2.2.1, we can show that each
w2V − (fx; yg[NG(x)) is adjacent to at most one of u1 and u2 in G and that at
most one of NG(x) − fu1; u2g can be adjacent to both u1 and u2 in G. It remains
to show that G has no outside path of fx; y; u1; u2g between u3 and any vertex of
NG(x) − fu1; u2; u3g. Towards a contradiction, assume that G has an outside path of
fx; y; u1; u2g between u3 and a vertex (say, u4) of NG(x) − fu1; u2; u3g. Let P be the
shortest such path. It is impossible that the vertices of P are all contained in C, since
hy; u1; u2; u3i is a desired quadruple for x in C. Then, P must contain a subpath P0 of
length >2 whose endpoints are both contained in C but whose interior vertices are all
outside C. Let the two endpoints of P0 be v0 and v00. Clearly, fv0; v00g is a 2-cut set of
B and hence fv0; v00g is an edge in G. Replacing the subpath P0 of P with the edge
fv0; v00g, we obtain a shorter path than P that is also an outside path of fx; y; u1; u2g
between u3 and u4 in G. This contradicts the choice of P.
Using Lemma 4.8, we can prove the main theorem of this subsection.
Theorem 4.9. An acyclic 3-coloring of a given n-vertex K3;3-free graph can be com-
puted in O(log2 n) time using O(n) processors.
Proof. Let C be the class of K3;3-free graphs. Recall that C is minor-closed and each
graph in C is 3-sparse. By Lemma 4.8, C satises the conditions in Corollary 3.5.
So, by Corollary 3.5 and Lemma 4.5, an acyclic 3-coloring of a given n-vertex K3;3-
free graph can be computed in O(log2 n) time using O(n2) processors. Actually, we
can improve the number of processors to be linear. To see this, we claim that step 4
of Algorithm 2 can be done in O(log n) time with O(n) processors. This claim sim-
ply follows from the proof of Lemma 4.8, Lemma 4.6, and the fact that a planar
embedding of a planar graph with n0 vertices can be computed in O(log n0) time
with O(n0) processors [12]. From this claim and Remark 1, it follows that an acyclic
3-coloring of a given n-vertex K3;3-free graph can be computed in O(log
2 n) time using
O(n) processors.
4.3. Acyclic 3-coloring of K5-free graphs
Every K5-free graph is 3-sparse [11]. Moreover, the class of K5-free graphs is clearly
minor-closed. We want to apply Theorem 3.4 to the class of K5-free graphs. To do
this, it suces to show that for every K5-free graph G, each vertex x in G with
dG(x)= 6 has a desired neighbor, pair, quadruple, or 3−-tuple. We can show this [4];
but unfortunately the proof is very complicated. So, we want to apply Corollary 3.5
instead of Theorem 3.4.
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Fig. 2. (a) Nicely nonplanar G; (b) Strong 3-decompsition of G; (c) H3(G).
Let G=(V; E) be a 3-connected graph. A cut set U of G is strong if G−U has at
least three connected components. Suppose that G contains a strong 3-cut set. Replac-
ing G by the augmented components induced by a strong 3-cut set is called strongly
splitting G. Suppose G is strongly split, the augmented components are strongly split,
and so on, until no more strong splits are possible. The set of the graphs constructed
in this way are called a strong 3-decomposition of G.
Denition 4.10. Let W to be the graph obtained from a 8-cycle by adding 4 crossing
edges. More precisely, W =(f1; : : : ; 8g; E1 [E2), where E1 = ffi; i + 1g: 16i67g[
ff8; 1gg and E2 = ffi; i+4g: 16i64g. A graph G is said to be nicely nonplanar if G
is 3-connected, K5-free, nonplanar, and is not isomorphic to K3;3 or W .
Fact 1 (Kezdy and McGuinness [11]). Suppose that G is a nicely nonplanar graph.
Let U be a strong 3-cut set in G. Then the augmented components induced by U are
also nicely nonplanar graphs. Moreover; G has another strong 3-cut set U 0 if and
only if U 0 is a strong 3-cut set of some augmented component of G induced by U .
Based on this fact, Kezdy and McGuinness further proved the following:
Fact 2 (Kezdy and McGuinness [11]). A nicely nonplanar graph has a unique strong
3-decomposition. Moreover; each graph in the strong 3-decomposition is planar.
Let G=(V; E) be a nicely nonplanar graph. We dene H3(G) to be the supergraph
of G obtained from G as follows: For every strong 3-cut set U of G, add to G a new
edge between every pair of nonadjacent vertices in U . (See Fig. 2 for an example.)
By Theorem 3.4 in [11], H3(G) is still K5-free.
Consider the following algorithm:
Algorithm 5
Input: A connected K5-free graph G=(V; E) with n vertices and m edges.
Output: A supergraph G0 of G.
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(1) Use Algorithm 3 to add to G some edges so that G has no biconnected component
in which two nonadjacent vertices constitute a 2-cut set. (Comment: After this
step, every biconnected component of G has a unique 2-decomposition.)
(2) Construct G0 from G as follows: For each biconnected component B of G with at
least 3 vertices and for each split component C (in the unique 2-decomposition) of
B that is nicely nonplanar, add to G those edges in H3(C) that are not contained
in G.
Lemma 4.11. Algorithm 5 runs in O(log2 n) time using O(n2) processors. Moreover;
its output G0 is a K5-free graph satisfying the following two conditions:
(1) Each biconnected component of G0 has a unique 2-decomposition; and contains
no 2-cut set fa; bg such that a and b are not adjacent in G0.
(2) For each biconnected component B of G0 with at least 3 vertices and for each
split component C of B that is nicely nonplanar; every strong 3-cut set of C
must induce a triangle in G0.
Proof. The second assertion follows from the above discussions immediately. Consider
the rst assertion. By Lemma 4.5, step 1 takes O(log n) time using O(n log log n= log n)
processors. According to [10], the (strong) 3-cut sets of an n-vertex graph can be found
in O(log2 n) time with O(n2) processors. Thus, step 2 takes O(log2 n) time using O(n2)
processors. This establishes the rst assertion.
Lemma 4.12. Let G=(V; E) be the output of Algorithm 5 on a given connected
K5-free graph. Then; every vertex x with dG(x)= 6 has a desired pair; quadruple; or
3−-tuple.
Proof. Fix a vertex x with degG(x)= 6. Let NG(x)= fu1; u2; : : : ; u6g. We want to show
that x has a desired pair, quadruple, or 3−-tuple in G. To this end, we distinguish
several cases as follows:
Case 1: Same as Case 1 in the proof of Lemma 4.8.
Case 2: fxg is not a 1-cut set of G. Then, x is contained in a unique bicon-
nected component (say, B) of G. Moreover, B contains all the vertices in NG(x). By
Lemma 4.5, B has a unique 2-decomposition. Thus, a split component of B is always
a split component in the unique 2-decomposition of B. We further distinguish several
subcases:
Case 2.1: Same as Case 2.1 in the proof of Lemma 4.8.
Case 2.2: B has no 2-cut set U with x2U . Then, x is contained in a unique split
component (say, C) of B. Moreover, C contains all the vertices in NG(x). Thus, C
cannot be isomorphic to K3;3 or W . This implies that C is either planar or nicely
nonplanar. In the former case, the proof of Lemma 4.8 shows that x has a desired pair
or quadruple in G. Hence, we may assume that C is nicely nonplanar. Then, one of
the following two subcases must occur:
Case 2.2.1: C has a strong 3-cut set U with x2U . Then by Lemma 4.11, the two
vertices in U − fxg must be contained in NG(x). W.l.o.g., let them be u1 and u2. Let
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C1; : : : ; Cp be the augmented components of C induced by U . Since C is 3-connected,
each Cl (16l6p) contains at least one vertex of NG(x). Thus, 26p64. Let ui and
uj be two vertices in NG(x)−fu1; u2g such that no Cl (16l6p) contains both ui and
uj. We claim that G has no outside path of fx; u1; u2g between ui and uj. Towards a
contradiction, assume that the claim does not hold. Let P be a shortest outside path
of fx; u1; u2g between ui and uj in G. It is impossible that the vertices of P are all
contained in C. Then, P must contain a subpath P0 of length >2 whose endpoints
are both contained in C but whose interior vertices are all outside C. Let the two
endpoints of P0 be v0 and v00. Clearly, fv0; v00g is a 2-cut set of B and hence fv0; v00g
is an edge in G. Replacing the subpath P0 of P with the edge fv0; v00g, we obtain a
shorter path than P that is also an outside path of fx; u1; u2g between ui and uj in G.
This contradicts the choice of P. Hence, the claim holds. By the claim, hui; uji is a
candidate pair for x in G. Thus, if ui or uj is adjacent to at most one of u1 and u2,
then hui; uji is a desired pair for x in G. So, by the arbitrariness of ui and uj, we may
assume that every vertices in NG(x) − fu1; u2g is adjacent to both u1 and u2 in G.
Then, no Cl (16l6p) can contain two or more vertices of NG(x) or else G would
have a K5 minor. This together with the claim implies that hu1; u2i is a 3−-tuple for x
in G.
Case 2.2.2: C has no strong 3-cut set U with x2U . Let C1; C2; : : : ; Ct be the
graphs in the (unique) strong 3-decomposition of C. Then, x is contained in a unique
Ci; 16i6t. Moreover, Ci contains all the vertices in NG(x). Since Ci is planar, x has
a desired pair or quadruple in the graph Ci by Lemma 4.6. It remains to consider the
following two cases:
Case 2.2.2.1: x has a desired pair (say, hu1; u2i) in Ci. We claim that hu1; u2i is
also a desired pair for x in G. Towards a contradiction, assume that the claim is
false. Then, either hu1; u2i is not a candidate pair for x in G or there are two or
more vertices ui 2NG(x) − fu1; u2g such that ui is adjacent to both u1 and u2 in G.
The latter case is impossible, since hu1; u2i is a desired pair for x in Ci and all the
vertices in NG(x) are contained in Ci. Thus, it is the former case and there is a
w2V − (fxg[NG(x)) such that w is adjacent to both u1 and u2 in G. It is impossible
that w is contained in Ci, since hu1; u2i is a desired pair in Ci. This implies that w
is either in C − Ci or in B − C. In the former case, fu1; u2g must be a subset of a
strong 3-cut set of C. In the latter case, fu1; u2g must be a 2-cut set of B. In both
cases, fu1; u2g is an edge in Ci, contradicting that hu1; u2i is a desired pair for x
in Ci.
Case 2.2.2.2: x has a desired quadruple (say, hy; u1; u2; u3i) in Ci. We want to
show that hy; u1; u2; u3i is also a desired quadruple for x in G. To this end, rst note
that NG(x)NG(y) and fu1; u2g =2E. Moreover, as in Case 2.2.2.1, we can show that
each w2V − (fx; yg[NG(x)) is adjacent to at most one of u1 and u2 in G and
that at most one of NG(x) − fu1; u2g can be adjacent to both u1 and u2 in G. It
remains to show that G has no outside path of fx; y; u1; u2g between u3 and a vertex
of NG(x) − fu1; u2; u3g. Towards a contradiction, assume that G has an outside path
of fx; y; u1; u2g between u3 and a vertex (say, u4) of NG(x) − fu1; u2; u3g. Let P be
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the shortest such path. It is impossible that the vertices of P are all contained in Ci,
since hy; u1; u2; u3i is a desired quadruple for x in Ci. Thus, if P is a path in C, then P
contains a subpath P0 of length >2 such that the endpoints of P0 are both contained in
Ci but the interior vertices of P0 are all in C−Ci; otherwise, P contains a subpath P0 of
length >2 such that the endpoints of P0 are both contained in C but the interior vertices
of P0 are all in B−C. In the former case, the two endpoints of P0 are (simultaneously)
contained in a strong 3-cut set of C. In the latter case, the two endpoints of P0 constitute
a 2-cut set of B. Thus, in both cases, there is an edge between the two endpoints of P0,
and by replacing the subpath P0 of P with this edge, we obtain a shorter path than P that
is also an outside path of fx; y; u1; u2g between u3 and u4. This contradicts the choice
of P.
Using Lemma 4.12, we can prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.13. An acyclic 3-coloring of a given n-vertex K5-free graph can be com-
puted in O(log3 n) time using O(n2) processors.
Proof. Let C be the class of K5-free graphs. Recall that C is minor-closed and each
graph in C is 3-sparse. By Lemma 4.12, C satises the conditions in Corollary 3.5. So,
by Corollary 3.5 and Lemma 4.11, an acyclic 3-coloring of a given n-vertex K5-free
graph can be computed in O(log3 n) time using O(n2) processors.
5. Concluding remarks
We introduced the problem of computing an acyclic (G)-coloring of a given undi-
rected graph. We presented a linear-time algorithm for solving this problem. However,
whether this problem is in NC is still an open question. Towards partially answer-
ing this question, we gave a sucient condition on the input graph under which the
problem can be solved by an NC algorithm. Using this condition, we showed that the
problem restricted to K3;3-free graphs or K5-free graphs has an NC algorithm.
It seems interesting to consider a larger class of graphs than the class of
K3;3-free or K5-free graphs. For example, we may want to consider the class of Kl-free
graphs for some integer l>6. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, no tight
upper bound on the number of edges in a Kl-free graph is known in general.
Our NC algorithm for computing an acyclic 3-coloring of a given K5-free graph uses
O(n2) processors and is hence far from being optimal. An obvious question is to ask
whether the number of processors can be improved to be linear. We believe that this
question has an armative answer.
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